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Motivation

I One of the most notable changes in financial markets is the
proliferation of “off exchange” or “dark” trading venues

I In 2013, dark trading already represented approximately 15%
of the total consolidated volume in the U.S

I As of 2022, dark trading accounted for over 40% of the total
shares traded in the U.S.



Motivation

I Mary Jo White, the 31st Chair of the U.S. SEC, noted that
“. . . we must continue to examine whether dark trading
volume is approaching a level that risks seriously undermining
the quality of price discovery provided by lit venues”

I Regulators in the EU, Canada, and Australia had introduced
caps to restrict such trading activities; however, recent trends
have seen the removal of these intervention measures



Motivation

I A growing body of academic research has entered the debate,
focusing on examining the implications of dark trading for
market quality

I However, we are interested in whether financial markets
remain relevant to the real economy due to the
prevalence of dark trading.

I Inspired by this, we investigate the impact of dark trading on
corporate cash policies.



Data

I Dark trading data is obtained from the daily TAQ

I Fundamentals are from Compustat

I Other databases: ExecuComp, Institutional Shareholder
Services, Thomson Reuters institutional holdings (13F),
CRSP, Kenneth French’s Data Library



Results

I Cash/TA is the ratio of cash and short-term investments to
total assets.

I Dark ratio is the average daily proportion of shares traded in
dark venues across all trading days in a fiscal year.



Results

I A one standard deviation increase in Dark ratio is associated
with a 2.6% decrease in Cash/TA.

I However, omitted factors codetermining the propensity of
investors to trade in dark pools and corporate cash policies
would bias our OLS estimates.

I If investors base their dark trading decisions partly on a firm’s
cash position, causality may run in the opposite direction.



Addressing Endogeneity: Tick Size Pilot Program

I We employ the SEC’s Tick Size Pilot Program and perform
DiD tests surrounding its implementation and termination.

I During the program, stocks in the three treatment groups
experienced varying changes to tick size and trading provisions



Addressing Endogeneity: Tick Size Pilot Program

I G1 - the minimum tick size for quotes of stocks increased
from $0.01 to $0.05

I G2 - the minimum tick size for quotes and trades of stocks
increased from $0.01 to $0.05

I G3 - subject to the same requirements as G2. Moreover, these
stocks were further required to adhere to the “trade at” rule,
which mandated that orders be executed in lit venues unless
they could be executed in dark venues at significantly better
prices



Addressing Endogeneity: Tick Size Pilot Program



Results



Results - DiD



Results - 2SLS IV



Economic Channels

I Financial Constraint Channel: Dark trading ↑ → Market
Quality (Liquidity and Price Discovery) ↑ → Cost of Capital
(Financial Constraints) ↓ → Cash Holdings ↓

I Corporate Governance Channel:Dark trading ↑ → Market
Quality (Liquidity and Price Discovery) ↑ → Corporate
Governance ↑ → Agency problems ↓ → Cash Holdings ↓



Economic Channels - Results

I Financial Constraint Channel: the reduction in cash
holdings should be more pronounced for firms that are more
financially constrained, where the economic benefits of
constraint easing are larger



Economic Channels - Results

I Financial Constraint Channel: firms with more shares
traded in dark venues may benefit from the lower cost of
capital and increase their capital raising



Economic Channels - Results

I Corporate Governance Channel: the negative effect of dark
trading on cash holdings is expected to be stronger for firms
with weaker governance, where the economic benefits of and
the need for improved governance are larger



Economic Channels - Results

I Corporate Governance Channel: dark trading is likely to
increase the likelihood of forced CEO turnover and strengthen
the sensitivity of CEO turnover to poor stock performance



Contribution

I The existing literature focuses on the market quality
implications of dark trading; we explore the real economic
effects of dark trading

I We show that dark trading impacts corporate cash policies via
two channels: (i) financial constraint and (ii) corporate
governance

I As regulators debate imposing restrictions on dark trading or
revoking it, our findings provide new, critical insights for
policymakers, investors, and corporate managers regarding the
costs and benefits of dark trading activities.


